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INDEX TO RUSSELL’S
THE IMPACT OF SCIENCE ON SOCIETY

R H
Summerfields, The Glade

Escrick, York  , ..
@..

he edition of the richly allusioned The Impact of Science on SocietyTindexed here is that of George Allen and Unwin, published in London
in . The pagination of Simon and Schuster’s edition (New York, ) is
different and spans pages – instead of the first British edition’s –.

The very first edition of the book (New York: Columbia U. P., ) con-
tained two paragraphs comparing Catholicism and Communism that were
overlooked for the British and all subsequent editions. Russell regarded them
as important, and Sir Stanley Unwin wrote him that they would be incorpor-
ated in the next printing. The next printing was not until , and the
paragraphs were again overlooked. They belong just before the paragraph on
page  beginning “Every fanatical creed” in Chapter , “Science and
Values”. These paragraphs are not indexed.—Ed.

I meet many people who think that the evils of Communism can be combated by
Catholicism. This seems to me a dangerous error. What are the evils of Communism
as it has developed? First, adherence to a rigid and static system of doctrine, of which
part is doubtful and part demonstrably false. Second, persecution as a means of
enforcing orthodoxy. Third, a belief that salvation is only to be found within the
Church and that the True Faith must be spread throughout the world, by force if
necessary. (These are the beliefs of Communists.) Fourth, that the priesthood, which
alone has the right to interpret the Scriptures, has enormous power, physical east of
the Iron Curtain and spiritual over the faithful in partibus. Fifth, that this power is
used to secure an undue share of wealth for the priesthood at the expense of the rest
of the population. Sixth, that bigotry, and the hostility that it engenders, is a potent
source of war.

Every one of these evils was exhibited by the Catholic Church when it had power
and would probably be exhibited again if it recovered the position it had in the
Middle Ages. It is therefore irrational to suppose that much would be gained if, in the
defeat of Communism, Catholicism were enthroned in its place. (Pp. –)

russell: the Journal of Bertrand Russell Studies n.s.  (winter –): –
The Bertrand Russell Research Centre, McMaster U.  -
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treatment 
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and human sacrifice 
Jewish physicists and Hitler 
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esty 
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John, King 
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and peasants –
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law and order, in Middle Ages 
League of Nations –
Lenin 
Leonardo da Vinci 

job application 
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Liberal movement

revolt against selfishness –
liberalism 
liberty

democracy and –
mental vs. material goods –
organizations and –, –, , 

Lister, Joseph 
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local politics, interest in 
Lombard League 
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Louis XI 
Louis XVI 
Lysenko , 

Macbeth
as government propaganda 

machine, worship of 
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Magna Carta –
Malthus , , , 
man

biological success 
extinction owing to science , 
skill vs. folly –

man’s place in universe
philosophy of , , –

Marx , , –, , 
Theses on Feuerbach (quoted) 

mass psychology –
materialism –, 
maternal impressions, as myths –
matter, and motion 
mechanistic outlook , 
medicine

contributions of science 
and population control , 
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hampered by authority 
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Middle Ages
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politics and oil 
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national sovereignty and rule of law 
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opposition to birth control –
nationalist propaganda 
nationalized industries 
“natural” motion 
natural selection –
Nazis , , , 
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New World, discovery of 
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Jewish vote 
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Newton , , 
Nietzsche , 
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Norris, Frank 
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North Africa, and Romans 
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obstacle(s) to better world –
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officials, power of –
oil industry –
oil supply , 
Old Testament

and human sacrifice 
oligarchies , –

self-interest of –
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–, 
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organization(s)

“cog” theory , –
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individual psychology and –
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Orwell, George: Nineteen Eighty-
Four 

ostriches eating nails 
Oxford, Gibbon’s account of 

Paine, Thomas 
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and Charles II 
Pasteur, Louis 
Pavlov 
peace

and adventure 
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peasant economy –
persecution

democracy and –
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Persia, and Mongols 
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society) –, 
physics, laws of –
physiology , 
Piltdown Man , 
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Pitt, William, the Younger 
plague

Athens   
House of Commons inquiry

() –
Plato: Republic , , , , 
Pliny 
Plotinus 
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poison gas, feasibility of, in Crimean

war 
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Poles as robots (in Nazi-controlled

world) 
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crime-prevention through science 
power , –
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“cog” theory of , –
ministers and civil servants 
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two maladies –
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preventing –
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ty 
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wish , 

productivity, science and 
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trol , 
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and common sense 
mass –
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Reason, or Death 
rebels

energetic people becoming 
leavening for progressive society 

reform(s)
expectation and failure 

Reith lectures (BR’s) 
religion

compassion as equivalent 
opposition to birth control 

religious fervour
product of fear 

Renaissance
belief in astrology 
skills in scientific warfare 

research, scientific
incompatible with dictatorship –

revolution(s)
conditions for success 

“Rights of Man” –, 
and general welfare –

Roman Empire
desire for fanatical creed 
limitations to size 
successful generals as threat 

Romans: victory at Syracuse –
Rousseau 
Royal Academy, as useless 
Royal Society

founding 
independence of 

rural migration 
Russell, Bertrand
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Foreign Office, his dealings with

officials 
gardener (his ) and trade union

, 
hill-top, living on 
his lifetime, changes during 
“pragmatic theory of truth” (quote

from) –

Reith lectures 
Russia

artists and authors 
Elizabethan attempts to trade

with –
famines 
forced labour 
individuals in 
oligarchy –, –, 
scientists and political orthodoxy 
third world war and 
Western politics and oil 
see also Soviet Government

Russians as robots (in Nazi-controlled
world) 

salvation , 
Satan 
science

authority and certainty not
claimed –

effect on life –
as philosophy , –
and political orthodoxy –
and population –
psychological effects –
two functions 
in war –, , 

scientific oligarchies and state
power , –, –

scientific progress, as condition of pros-
perity 

scientific society , , 
and organizations 

scientific technique
as power 
at battle of Syracuse –

Scotland
and witchcraft 

sea power 
security 
Sennacherib, king of Assyria 
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see also individual plays

Shaw, George Bernard 
shrewmice, and horses 
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war and , 
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changes 
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“fad” of foreigners 
power of officialdom and 
revolt against economic oli-
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Socrates 
soil conservation 
Solon 
sorcery 
Southern slave states () 
sovereign state(s) –
Soviet Government

and atomic energy , 
see also Russia

Spartans 
spying in oligarchy 
stability (of scientific society) –,

, –
concerning population –, –
of (scientific) oligarchy –

Stalin , , 
and heredity 

starvation, and national power , 
State, and devolution of control –,


steam 

transportation –
Stockholm

pride in Town Hall 
strikes, and individual liberty –
suffering, spectacle of

attitudes to 
Sun, and stars , 
superpower(s) see sovereign state(s)
superstitions

scientific rejection of , –
Swift, Gulliver’s Travels (allusion to) 
syphilis 

Syracuse
Archmedes’ engines –

Syria, and Turks 

tabus 
taxi drivers in New York 
technology see communications technol-

ogy
teeth, in men and women 
telegraph –
telephones 
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effects of Darwinism 
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“truth” and efficiency –
thorium 
Thucydides 
tin, supply of 
tools of trade, of nuclear physi-

cists –
totalitarianism –

German and Russian , 
trade, Elizabethan, and communica-

tions 
trade unions , 

possible functions in industry ,


transport, and food distribution –
Trotsky 
truth

“pragmatic theory of truth” (quote
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in science –, –
tuberculosis 
Tudors, power of 
Tuscany, Grand Duke (Cosimo II) 

unconscious, the, and rapid change 
United States

cotton industry 
federal government 
Middle West

individuals in 
and steam transportation 

nuclear physics 
President of 
supremacy 

unity (national), feeling of 
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(semi-)independence of , 

unwisdom , 
uranium 
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Utopias: need to consider –

vaccination 
values not mechanical 
Vanderbilt, Cornelius 
Vesalius, Andreas 
violence, large-scale: causes 
“virtuous German lady” () 

war
and agriculture 
effects of modern warfare –, –
Heraclitus on 
industry vs. heroism –
oligarchy and –
population(s) and , , , 
power of State and 
prevention –
technical progress and , , 
third world war 
two kinds 

war mentality, in organizations 
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Austro–Prussian 
Civil War () –

Crimean 
Independence () 
Napoleonic 
Peloponnesian 
Punic Wars , 
World War  , 
World War  , 

weapons, modern, and mortality 
Wesley, John

and witchcraft 
Western Europe

domination of world 
Western Union 
Whitney, Eli 
Wilhelm II see Kaiser
witchcraft , –
women (non-scientific) as supersti-

tious –
world government

feasibility –
federalism and –
necessary for stable scientific

society –, 
writing

in history of man 

Xerxes
teaching Poseidon a lesson 

Yenisei River 
“yes-men” 
youngest in family 

Zeus 




